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Some Remarks on Catalan Families 
J. OGLER 
This note proposes a simple direct approach to the main results on Catalan families. 
Dedicated to Professor Edmund Hlawka on the occasion of his 70th birthday. 
O. There is a vast literature on Catalan families and related topics (cf. e.g. [1], [5], [7], [8], 
[10], [12] and the references given there). The usual methods to obtain these results are 
generating functions and Lagrange's formula or the cycle lemma of Dvoretzky-Motzkin 
and its variants. The aim of this note is to sketch another very simple and elementary 
approach. 
1. The most natural starting point is the problem of counting the number R~ of all 
possible products formed from (r - l)n + 1 different elements using an r-ary nonassociative 
noncommutative multiplication. We give a simple proof of the well-known result 
Rr = (rn)!. n , • 
n. 
(1) 
The right-hand side of (1) may be interpreted as counting the set 
of n words of length r obtained by splitting all permutations of {O, 1, ... , rn - I} into n 
pieces of equal length r. 
It suffices therefore to give a bijection between the set of all n-fold products formed from 
(r - l)n + 1 different elements XQ, Xl' ... , x(r-l)n and the set A~. To simplify the exposition 
we shall write i instead of Xi and consider the usual order on the integers. 
Let P be any such product. It is formed using n pairs of brackets. Consider all inner 
brackets (i.e. those which contain no other brackets) and order them with respect to 
increasing largest elements. Choose the first inner bracket in this ordering and call it 
(r - l)n + 1. Then P may be written as an (n - I)-fold product of elements from a subset 
A £: {O, 1, ... , (r - l)n + I} with (r - 1)(n - 1) + 1 elements. Iterating this procedure 
we get a uniquely determined sequence of n brackets (r - l)n + 1, ... , rn. This sequence 
defines an element of A~. 
EXAMPLE. Let r = 3, n = 5, and 
P = «(012)(453)6)7(1089)). 
The inner brackets are 012, 453, 10 8 9. 
Therefore we set 11 = 012 and write P in the form 
P = «11(453)6)7(1089)). 
Continuing in this way we get 
11 012 
12 4 5 3 
13 1089 
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14 11 12 6 
15 14 7 13. 
Conversely any element of A~ gives a unique sequence of words by ordering them 
with respect to increasing largest elements. We denote the ith word by (r - l)n + i, 
i = 1,2, ... , n. Then (r - l)n + i contains only elements from the set R; = {O, 1, ... , 
(r - I)n + i-I}. 
Otherwise there would be a smallest i, such that each of the n - i + 1 words (r - l)n + j, 
j ~ i, would contain at most r - 1 elements from Rj. Therefore R; would consist of the 
elements of (r - l)n + k, k = 1, ... , i-I, and at most (n - i + l)(r - 1) elements 
from the other words, giving a total of at most n(r - 1) + i-I elements of Rj, a 
contradiction. Therefore this sequence of words defines a unique product P. 
EXAMPLE. Let r = 3, n = 6 and consider the set 
{0514, 9 g3, ~67, 4 !§.2, 11121, .!2810}. 
This gives the sequence 
Therefore we get 
13 11 12 
14 9 13 3 
15 0 5 14 
16 15 6 7 
17 4 16 2 
18 17 8 10 
P 18 = (17810) = «4162)810) = ... = 
«4«05(9(11121)3))67)2)810). 
REMARK. The same argument may be used to prove that the number of different 
products with njrj-ary brackets, i = 1, 2, ... , k, and :E (rj - l)nj + 1 elements is given 
by 
(:E rjn;)! 
II nj ! . 
This formula is also well-known (cf. [8], [12]). 
2. The usual Catalan families are obtained by identifying all elements from {O, 1, ... , 
(r - l)n}. A formal description (which according to [8] has first been proposed by J. A. 
Growney) is given by the 
DEFINITION. Let r ~ 2 be an integer. The abstract r-Catalan family rtjr corresponding 
to a generator a and an r-ary product 
is a set of words w of 'length' n, n = 0, 1, 2, ... , obtained in the following way: 
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1. a is the only word of length O. 
2. If Ui , i = 1, 2, ... , r, are words oflength ni , then w = (UI U2 ••• ur ) is a word oflength 
nl + n2 + ... + nr + 1. 
3. Each word w :f. a has a unique factorization. 
It follows immediately that words oflength n are those with n brackets and (r - l)n + 1 
terms a. 
EXAMPLE. For r = 3 we have the following words of length 0, 1,2: 
O:a 
1: (a a a) 
2: «a a a) a a), (a(a a a) a), (a a(a a a)). 
Since all elements are identified we get from (1) immediately that the number C; of 
r-Catalan words of length n is given by 
c r = 1 ( rn) = R~ 
n (r - l)n + 1 n «r - l)n + I)!· (2) 
The usual way is to obtain first (2) and then deduce (1). 
3. The most obvious concrete example of an r-Catalan family is the set ~ of r-ary trees. 
DEFINITION (cf. [9]). An r-ary tree R (called binary tree for r = 2) is a finite set of points 
which may be empty or consists of a root sand r disjoint r-ary trees R I , R2, ... , Rr in this 
order (where some may be empty). The edge from the root to Ri :f. 0 is called an i-edge. 
The set of r-ary trees becomes an r-Catalan family with the empty r-ary tree as generator 
and the product 
o 
RI . R2 ... Rr = / I ~ . 
RI R2· .. Rr 
E.g. there are exactly r r-ary trees with 2 nodes. 
Since ~ is an r-Catalan family the number of r-ary trees with n points (= nodes) is C;. 
Such an r-ary tree has n - 1 edges (corresponding to each point except the root). Each edge 
is an i-edge for some unique i. 
THEOREM 1. The number of r-ary trees with n points and precisely ti i-edges, i = 1, 
2, ... , r, is given by 
C;(tl, ... , Ir) (3) 
ij'f.li = n - 1. 
The following proof generalizes an argument used in [4]: We read the points in their 
natural order. First the root, then the roots of the r subtrees of the first generation in their 
natural order, etc. To each point j, j = 1, 2, ... ,n, we assign the vector Vj = (ej;), 
i = 1, ... , r, where ejj = 1 if the ith subtree with root j is not empty and eji = 0 otherwise. 
We get thus a sequence V I V2 • •. Vn of vectors. If R has tj i-edges, then II + ... + tr = n - 1 
and there are precisely Ii vectors Vj such that eji = 1. 
Conversely given any such sequence of vectors VI, •.• , V n , there is precisely one cycle 
w = VkVk+1 .•• VnVI .•. Vk_1 such that w defines an r-tree. 
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This is obvious for n = 2. Suppose it is already shown for j < n and let VI .•• Vn be the 
given sequence. We may assume that VI #- 0, giving all 0 vectors from the beginning to the 
end. There is some v#-O containing precisely lIs followed by at least I - I zero vectors, 
for some I ~ 1. For otherwise the total number of Os contained in all vectors (which is 
nr - n + 1 = n(r - 1) + 1) would be at most (r - 1) times the number of Is, i.e. 
~ (n - l)(r - 1) < nCr - 1) + 1. 
Delete such a V and the following I - 1 zero vectors, and find by induction the unique 
cycle which gives an r-ary tree. Afterwards replace the I deleted vectors in their proper 
places. Then one node of the smaller r-tree is replaced by exactly 1 = I - (I - 1) free 
nodes of the larger tree. So this defines a unique r-ary tree with n nodes. 
There are (7,) possibilities to choose 1 in the ith coordinate. Therefore there are G) ... G) 
such vectors VI •.• Vn and lin (7) ... (~) cycles describing r-trees. 
For r = 2 other interesting proofs may be found in [2]. 
REMARK. If we write an r-Catalan word in the reverse Polish notation, or equivalently 
if we consider the concrete realization of an r-Catalan family defined by 
a o 
we get the set of all sequences from O(,-I)n+ll n (i.e. containing (r - l)n + 1 Os and n Is) 
which are 'representable' in the terminology of [12] (i.e. the number of Os preceding any 
point in the sequence exceeds (r - 1) times the number of Is preceding this point). 
The same sequences are obtained by traversing the corresponding r-tree in end order 
(cf. [9]) and coding each empty subtree with 0 and each node with 1. From this interpretation 
it is obvious that the number of pairs II in the reverse Polish notation coincides with the 
number of r-edges of the corresponding r-tree. 
4. For r = 2 Catalan families are usually introduced by nonnegative lattice paths in [R2. 
For arbitrary r we consider paths of the form 
(0, 0), aI, al + a2, ... , al + a2 + ... + am, 
where aj = (I, 1) or (1, 1 - r). 
We code such a path by a sequence of Os and Is, letting 0 denote (1, 1) and 1 denote 
(1, 1 - r). 
To such a sequence from on Ik corresponds a path from (0,0) to (n + k, n - (r - I)k). 
The r-Catalan family consists of all such paths from (0, 0) to (rn, 0) which are non-
negative. The generator a is the empty path and multiplication is defined by 
(u l ... u,) = 0 UI 0 U2 ••• 0 U'_I 1 u,. 
An interesting problem consists in determining the number of r-Catalan paths with 
exactly k + I 'peaks' or equivalently k 'valleys', i.e. words from 0(,-1). l' with exactly k 
descents 10. 
It is obvious that a descent 10 occurs in ujO if Uj #- 0, i < r - I, and in I u, if u, #- 0. 
The number of r-Catalan words with k descents is therefore the same as the number of r-ary 
trees with k edges in the label set {I, 2, ... , r - 2, r} and n - 1 - k edges with label 
r - 1. 
By (3) and Vandermonde's formula this is 
L ~(n) ... (n) 
11+"'+1,_1=.-1 n tl t, 
~(r-I)n)( n ). 
n k n-I-k 
tr_l=n-l-k 
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Thus we get 
THEOREM 2. The number of nonnegative paths from (0, 0) to (rn, 0) with k + 1 peaks is 
given by the Runyon-numbers 
(4) 
Using the remark in 3. we see that the number of words of length n in the reverse Polish 
notation with k pairs 11 is also given by (4). 
REMARK. This theorem is equivalent to a result about noncrossing partitions (cf. [3], [11]) 
or about Catalan permutations in the sense of D. E. Knuth ([9], p. 238): 
A partition of the set {l, 2, ... , n} into k blocks B I , ... , Bk is called noncrossing if 
there do not exist four numbers a < b < c < d such that a, c E Bi and b, dE Bj and i i= j. 
It is called I-divisible if the cardinality of each block is divisible by I. 
We indicate now that an r-Catalan path from (0, 0) to (rn, 0) with k peaks is equivalent 
toan(r - I)-divisiblenoncrossingpartitionof{I, 2, ... , (r - I)n}. To this end associate 
with each sequence of Os and Is a sequence of left and right brackets, 0 ~ (, 1 ~). Each 
right bracket closes exactly r - I left brackets. 
E.g. if r = 3 to the sequence 01100010010 corresponds the sequence ( ) ) «L2 til (. 
The underlined brackets are closed. 
Now given an r-Catalan sequence there are (r - I)n left brackets and n right brackets. 
We number the left brackets from left to right by 1, 2, ... , (r - I)n. The first maximal 
set of closed brackets defines a block BI (the labels of the left brackets). Delete this block. 
The first closed brackets of the new sequence define a block B2 , etc. 
EXAMPLE. Let r = 3 and let the sequence be 
o 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1, 
i.e. 
C (2 (3 (4 (5) ) (6) (7 (g(9 (10 (11) (12) ). 
The first block of closed brackets is G (3 (4 (5 », i.e. BI = {2, 3, 4, 5}. Deleting this block we 
get 
(I (6) (7 (8 (9 (10 (Id (12»' 
The next block is (I (6)' i.e. B2 = {l, 6}. Then B3 = {1O, 11}, B4 = {7, 8, 9, 12}. 
If we write the elements of a block Bi in decreasing order this is also equivalent with a 
Catalan-permutation in the sense of Knuth such that for each decreasing block IBil is a 
multiple of r - 1. (This remark is due to 1. Hofbauer.) 
Knuth considers a stack where at each of rn steps either one of the numbers 
1, 2, ... , (r - I)n (in this order) is put onto its top or its top item is taken off. The output 
of such an operation gives a permutation of {I, 2, ... , (r - I)n}, which is characterised 
by the following property: Each descending block contains all numbers between the 
smallest and the largest element of this block that have not appeared before. 
5. For r = 2 the coding with brackets is a useful trick in proving Sperner's theorem 
(cf. [6]). The same reasoning gives another proof of (2): 
Denote by rt'~-k,k the set of all sequences w from on-k 1 \ rk :::; n, which define a nonnegative 
path. Such a sequence is again coded with left and right brackets numbered from 1 to n - k. 
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We now assign to w the weight a(w) = (r - Iy-k. We want to determine a(rc~_k.k)' 
To each w E rc~-k.k we associate the set of blocks M = {BI' B2, ... , Bd defined as 
above. 
Let d M be the set of all words in n letters 0, 1 with the same set of blocks M. Each class 
d M contains precisely one nonnegative path (if all free brackets are left ones, or Os in the 
O-I-coding). For suppose that there is 1 at a free place of a nonnegative path, say at (k, /) 
/ ~ O. Then there exists a first point (i, /) with the same /. Then the set {i, i + 1, ... , k} 
would belong to M, a contradiction. 
Now we can prove that 
(5) 
If M consists only of the empty set the nonnegative path in d 0 is given by the word 
00 ... 0 or « ... (. Thus we have 
a(rc~.o) = (~) (r - lY. 
In general d 0 contains precisely (r - Il sequences from on-klk, so their weight coincides 
with a(rc~.o). 
EXAMPLE. For r = 3 and n = 7 we have 
d 0 = {OOOOOOO; 1000000,0100000; 
1100000,0110000, 1010000,0101 OOO}. 
Next it is clear that 
For there are (7) sequences from on-Ill, the weight of those belonging to d 0 being 
(3)(r - IY· 
If (5) has already been shown for / < k then 
a(rc~_k.k) = ( ~ ) (r - 1 y-k - a(rc~_k+ I.k-I) - ... - a(rc~.o) 
(~)(r - 1)n-k - (k~I)(r - Iy-HI 
[(~) - (k ~ 1) (r - 1)J (r - ly-k. 
Since each element of rc~-k.k has the same weight, we see that the number rc~-k.k of 
nonnegative paths from on-k 1 k, rk ~ n, is given by 
(6) 
another well-known result, which contains (2). 
Another consequence of (5) is that the weight of the set W of all nonnegative paths with 
rn steps is 
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and that the weight of the set NR+ of all positive paths with rn steps is given by 
a(NR+) = ~ (~) (r - ll,-l)n. 
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